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A&BC Chewing Gum – Scottish printer’s proofs
In Newsletter Number 20 this website displayed some printer’s proofs of A&BC Chewing Gum Scottish football cards,
including a map of the layout of the cards for Series 1. Thanks to Jerry we are now able to also provide the layout for
the Series 2 proof sheet.

Scottish 1971/72 Purple Backs - Series 2 - printers proof layout
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88. Rennie

115. Checklist

What is interesting about this sheet is cards 76 (David Hay), 86 (Gregor Abel) and 131 (Derek Whiteford) all appear
twice on the proof sheet. Whether or not this means that there should be twice as many of these cards in circulation
is a subject for conjecture. Perhaps collectors of these cards with many swaps could let me know if they have more
of these cards than others from Series 2?

Kellogg’s Sugar Smacks
In 1973 Kellogg’s produced a one-off set of 8 football cards, issued through packets
of Sugar Smacks. Toby very kindly provided this image of an advertisement for the
cards. Interestingly the poster says that for just 25p and two Sugar Smacks packet
tops you can get an album with more pictures, and space for your cards and
autographs. I’ve never seen this album, and would be interested to know if the
additional pictures are in the form of more cards of were just photographs printed
in the album. Does anyone own a copy of this album?
The cards are drawings of eight ‘international’ players (Jackie Charlton, Emlyn
Hughes, Billy Bremner, Alan Ball, Derek Dougan, Gordon Banks, Wyn Davies and
Tony Currie). The use of drawings rather than photographs raises the question
about image rights. By the early 1970s I understand that players were beginning to
get agents who negotiated rights to the players’ images. Does this mean that
Kellogg’s were unable to obtain the rights to photographs?
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Question answered
Newsletter 20 included a player image from a set of old playing cards, and asked whether anyone could
identify the player. Marto from Bulgaria kindly supplied the following information ‘Cards should be
Austrian and from 1930's, because the player is Matthias Sindelar, best centre forward in that time’.
Matthias Sindelar was certainly an excellent player, and you can read more about his life and career on
this Wikipedia page. Thanks very much to Marto for supplying this information.

Dutch cards to be identified?

Kieran sent in these Dutch cards to see if they could be identified. They date from the late 60s or early 70s, since
DWS folded as a club in 1972. Can anyone help?
Answer (02/11/2012): The cards in question are produced by Monty Gum in 1971. I have a complete set of these cards, 315 in total. On the
back of the cards it reads Print Advies. Print Advies made these cards for Monty Gum. They were produced in two series, series 1 came in a
rare blue wrapper, and series 2 came in a very rare yellow wrapper. Series 1 cards are possible to obtain now and then, series 2 cards are quite
rare, which selling prices do reflect. The wrappers confirm that these are Monty Gum cards and I also have some collector friends in Holland,
who can confirm this fact. Monty Gum also produced an album for these cards. The album also confirms the facts given. From Øivind.

Ebay sales
There has been a number of interesting recent ebay sales:







A number of rare A&BC Giant Team Posters from 1973/74 came up for sale. The Tottenham poster sold for £37,
Liverpool for £34, Manchester United, City and Chelsea for £24 each. West Ham and Everton sold for £18 each.
A set of 6 Daily Mirror Goal Action Replay Flicker books sold for £25.
A complete Top Sellers Football 75 album sold for £77, a healthy price indeed.
A Typhoo Tea 1972/73 Football Club plaque for Newcastle United sold for £27. There are a total of 35 of these
plastic plaques thought to exist, though they are very rare. They are hard to classify, since they are not readily
identified as being associated with football cards, so they are sold under all sorts of categories on ebay.
A full set of Texaco Famous Footballers from 1969, complete in their original plastic display case sold for the
asking price of £200, which seems an absolute bargain to me and a sure-fire investment for the future.

Until next time...Nigel
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